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ABSTRACT

A new method for controlling Tungsten Oxide (W 0X) sputtering deposition using 

Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) is discussed in this work. In order to achieve 

desirable accuracy in the stoichiometry and deposition rates of WOx it is critical to 

monitor the ratio of partial pressure of the metal vapor to the reactive gas. The ratio  

can be used as the feedback signal and the oxygen flow as the controller output in 

order to stabilize the sputtering system.

We present here an identification experiment for developing the partial pressure 

signal, based on which a sensitivity function is calculated in order to aid in finding 

the spectral lines associated with the desired molecular species. The partial pressure 

signal is defined as the ratio of the two molecular species spectral lines, one associated 

with oxygen, and one with tungsten. A linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) controller 

is shown to stabilize the system using the partial pressure signal as feedback at one 

operating point.

Once the partial pressure signal is established, another system identifications 

experiment is presented and three operating regimes are defined: poisoned, non

poisoned, and transition. Based on manufacturing demands, it is deemed necessary 

that a controller can stabilize the system in the poisoned regime as well as in a sec

tion of the transition regime. It is shown how the system is highly non-linear when 

going between the three regimes, which motivates a stability analysis of the system 

across a wide operating range. The analysis shows the inadequacy of a single linear 

controller, therefore motivating the use of a linear parameter varying (LPV) tech

nique for modeling the system and an interpolation control scheme for stabilization. 

These modeling and control techniques both rely on a scheduling function, which for 

the scope of this work is chosen heuristically. However, a method which poses the



estimation of this function as a minimization problem is suggested, and it is shown 

how quadratic programming can be used to solve such a problem.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

Transparent materials, such as glass or plastic, coated with Electrochromic ma

terial have the ability to lighten or darken as desired. The amount of light tha t is 

transmitted through the film can be controlled using a small electrical current. If ap

plied to building windows, electrochromic materials could help to heat buildings by 

allowing more light in, or conversely help to keep them cool by reflecting natural light. 

Electrochromic windows are composed of a stack of thin films deposited onto a trans

parent substrate. We consider here the manufacturing process of one of these layers, 

tungsten oxide (WO*), which will eventually play the role of the electrochromic layer. 

The process of electrochemical sputtering is employed as the manufacturing process, 

and the system is based on optical emission spectroscopy (OES) of the plasma within 

the vacuum chamber. The overall objectives include controlling the deposition rate 

in order ensure desired film thickness, as well as controlling the chemical composition 

to produce desirable optical transmittance of the deposited film. The challenge of 

modeling the chamber based on OES is investigated, in particular the method of de

scribing the plant as a linear parameter-varying (LPV) system is developed. Control 

techniques for maintaining the appropriate plasma within the sputtering chamber are 

investigated and a series of control experiments performed at ITN Energy Systems is 

presented.

1.1 Electrochemical Sputtering of WO*

Some oxygen vacancies are desirable in the electrochromic film in order for it 

exhibit conductive properties. The subscript x is used throughout this work, because 

the product th a t is being deposited is composed of both WO2 and WO3 .
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The process by which the WO* is produced is called electrochemical sputtering. 

This process occurs inside of a vacuum chamber. W ithin the chamber is a target 

composed of metallic tungsten, which sits on a metal cathode. Oxygen is injected 

from the outside, along with another nonreactive gas such as argon. A plasma is 

induced within the chamber by applying a voltage potential between the cathode and 

the chamber wall. The bombardment of the target by the nonreactive gas dislodges, 

or sputters, molecules from the target, which then combine with the reactive gas, and 

finally get deposited onto the substrate [1]. Secondary electron emission also occurs 

in the process, and this is used for monitoring the concentration of molecular species 

within the chamber [2] by a method called optical emission spectroscopy (OES). The 

term partial pressure relates to the relative amount of metal atoms to  oxygen atoms 

within the sputtering chamber. A cartoon of the process is presented in Figure 1.1.

J 7

To Pump

Cathode

/Y ' -7-
R)asma k

?vletaj/ |  Gas/Compound 

Subâfate

A t

Reactive Gas

k -  continuous feed

Figure 1.1: Sputtering chamber cartoon.

1.2 OES and Partial Pressure

In an Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) system the light generated by the 

plasma within the sputtering chamber is monitored by a spectrometer. Molecules in 

the plasma are struck by free electrons, causing molecular electrons to  rise to a higher 

energy state. When the molecular electrons drop to lower energy levels, they give off 

photons with wavelengths unique to particular molecules. The intensity of light given
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off a t these unique wavelengths is directly proportional to the partial pressure of the 

associated molecules. Partial pressure control has been proven to  be successful with 

ITO [3, 4] and TIO2 [5], but has not been reported for WO*.

One of the biggest challenges in controlling a sputtering process using partial 

pressure is the non-linearity of the system. In the case of W Ox, when the oxygen 

level crosses a certain threshold the surface of the tungsten target becomes covered in 

an oxide layer. We refer to this phenomena as the system crossing into the poisoned 

regime. At this point the tungsten atoms are no longer free to sputter from the target, 

resulting in drastically altered dynamics. Figure 1.2 shows the partial pressure signal 

collected from an experiment conducted at ITN Energy Systems. The input O2 

signal is an increasing pseudo-random perturbation sequence. I t  can be seen that in 

the first 250 seconds the system is faster and has lower gain, which is defined as the 

non-poisoned regime. For the remainder of the run, after the system has crossed into 

the poisoned regime, the gain is higher and the system is slower. Maintaining the 

system in the desired regime is critical, as it directly affects the  deposition rates of 

the material. In the following chapter a description of how a portion of this data was 

used to perform linear, fixed-parameter system identification is given.

1.3 Prior Work

Here we consider literature relevant to this research project. Various sputtering 

control methods, Linear Paramter Varying (LPV) identfication techniques, as well as 

control of LPV systems are discussed.

1.3.1 Sputtering Control M ethods

In order to achieve highest thin-film deposition rates the environment within the 

sputtering chamber has to be precisely controlled. Due do the complex nature of the 

sputtering chamber, caused by such phenomenon as target poisoning [6] and arcing, 

conventional control by adjusting the DC power and reactive gas flow rate are not

ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY  
3 COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES

GOLDEN, CO 80401
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Figure 1.2: Changing dynamics of the sputtering chamber partial pressure.

enough for effective production [7].

Monitoring target voltage, OES, optical gas controller (OGC), as well as mass 

spectrometry have all been proven to be effective techniques for sputtering control [4, 

8,9]. These techniques fall under the category of partial pressure control, as they allow 

for monitoring of individual gases within the chamber. This is very useful because 

phenomenon as described above can cause a species molecule imbalance, even if both 

the reactive gas flow and the chamber power are kept constant. Control using partial 

pressure has been shown to be 3.5 times faster than using reactive gas mass flow 

control (MFC) alone [10].

Voltage control is a convenient method when the target exhibits a significant 

impedance change upon operating point transition [7]. It has been shown that cathode 

voltage is inversely proportional to reactive gas partial pressure [6]. Taking advantage 

of this relationship, a control strategy which maintains a constant voltage by adjusting 

the oxygen flow has been used successfully and was reported in [8]. However, due 

to the oxidation of the target the resistivity of the surface changes, resulting in lower 

voltages not representative of the partial pressure, deeming this technique ineffective
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when operating in the poisoned regime.

Mass spectrometry is a technique which allows for partial pressure monitoring 

based on the mass-to-charge ratio of charged particles [11]. Several issues involved 

with the use of mass spectrometry including the inability to sample near the substrate, 

high cost, and the requirement to reduce chamber pressure result in this method not 

being considered here.

OGC has been shown to be an effective method for monitoring partial pressure. 

This technique is based on electron impact emission spectroscopy (EIES). It uses 

an electron gun to excite the given sample of gas molecules, which subsequently de- 

excite releasing photons of wavelengths unique to specific molecules. This method has 

a  clear advantage over mass spectrometry, as it does not require pressure reduction 

in the chamber [10]. However, when using OGC, the gas needs to  be transported into 

a separate chamber, which is an added design complexity and an extra measurement 

delay.

OES functions similarly as OGC, except that it is not required to pump the gas 

into a separate chamber. This technique combined with mass flow control (MFC) of 

the reactive gas has been proven as a successful control method for depositing such 

materials as ITO [3, 4] and TIO2 [5]. OES is available as an industry tool and can 

provide high level of accuracy for plasma diagnostic [12]. OES is therefore chosen to 

be the most attractive method for partial pressure control.

1.3.2 LPV Identification

Linear Parameter time-Varying (LPV) system terminology was introduced in [13], 

where it is defined to be a linear system whose dynamics depend on exogenous time- 

varying parameters. It applies to systems which cannot be represented well using 

transfer-function based approaches [14]. A diagram of this type of system is pre

sented in Figure 1.3. As stated in the previous section, the partial pressure based 

model of the sputtering chamber is highly non-linear, and it cannot be represented
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using a standard transfer function. Therefore LPV modeling techniques are inves

tigated as a method for representing the system. This is directly tied to controller 

design, as knowing the parameter dependence of the model can be used to design the 

scheduling variable in the controller implementation. While there are many ways for 

representing an LPV system, we present here ones th a t seem the most relevant to our 

purpose. It is important to note that identification methods for directly identifying 

these models from data were attempted. However, in the end none were successfully 

implemented due to lack of data. The LPV model for the sputtering chamber re

quires a large number of parameters to be identified, which invariantly requires rich 

data sets. Instead, linear time invariant (LTI) models were identified at several op

erating points, and combined using a scheduling function derived from engineering 

judgement.

Figure 1.3: LPV model.

In [15] a least squares identification problem for LPV systems with polynomial 

dependence on the parameters is considered. The discrete LPV model is now repre

sented in state-space as

y(t) =  C(p(t))x(t) +  D(p(t))u(t)

6



where p(t) is the exogenous parameter, and it is assumed a priori unknown. We 

can successfully identify linear state-space process models for single operating points 

of our system, making this method appealing, as only a scheduling parameter then 

needs to  be identified to transform one linear model to the next. It is shown in [15] 

that the  model can be solved using linear regression. In particular, by representing 

the regression as a matrix inner product, RLS and LMS algorithms are developed, as 

well as conditions for persistence of excitation.

Lee and Poolla focus on identifying LPV systems that can be represented us

ing linear-fractional transformations (LFT). LFTs have predominantly been used in 

robust control, but have lately also been used to solve gain-scheduling and model 

reduction problems. It is shown in [14] that a geometrically inspired local canoni

cal form offers significant numerical advantages over ad hoc approaches for achieving 

identifiable parameterizations.

1.3.3 Control of LPV system s

Gain-scheduling control for non-linear systems has been implemented extensively 

in the past, often through heuristic approaches resulting from the lack of proper 

understanding of the system. Some of the drawbacks to such methods include the 

inability to a priori determine overall system stability and the lack of systematic 

methods for controller design [16]. The demand for a remedy to  these issues as well 

as the emergence of new computational tools has lead to the development of LPV 

based optimization methods. In particular, convex optimization that utilizes Linear 

Matrix Inequality (LMI) constraints can be used to solve these type of problems, and 

this topic is thoroughly explored in [17]. These methods lead to some form of gain- 

scheduling control, and they have been met with a plethora of success in the recent 

years, with some examples being given in the following paragraph.

In [15] a robust gain-scheduling predictive control method for LPV systems is 

discussed, and an example of controlling stall surge for jet engines is given. Gain-
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scheduling control of an LPV system is proven effective theoretically and experimen

tally in [18] for an electronic throttle body in ride-by-wire racing motorcycle. In [19] 

a 6 degree-of-freedom LPV model is generated for a vehicle, and a gain-scheduling 

controller is designed. In [20] a parameter-dependent control method is proposed, for 

systems having bounded sets of parameters. The methods discussed in this paper are 

computationally cumbersome, due to the necessity to grid the compact set containing 

the values of the parameters. Also, no significant literature concerning picking the 

basis functions necessary for the computations is available.

The methods such as the ones proposed in [15] and [18] are relevant to our sputter

ing control application, as they assume that the inputs, outputs, and the scheduling 

parameters are directly measured. However, the assumption that the functional de

pendence of the system coefficients on the paramters is a priori known is an issue, 

as identifying this dependence has proven to be a challenge in our work due arguably 

to poor experimental data. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.5, where a 

method for solving for a scheduling variable is presented.

1.4 O bjectives

Production of WO* by the use of electrochemical sputtering is a method which can 

aid with the manufacturing of inexpensive electrochromic windows. In order to make 

this a feasible method the process within the sputtering chamber must be stabilized. 

To accomplish this goal the following set of objectives is outlined:

•  Determine the relationship of the optical emission spectroscopy (OES) and the 

density of the desired molecular species.

•  Model the OES based system as a linear parameter-varying (LPV) system.

•  Suggest a control strategy based on the OES.

8



In  the remainder of this work it is shown how oxygen and tungsten partial pressure 

is directly related to the amplitude of specific OES wavelengths, based on which a 

system model for the WO* sputtering chamber is developed. Based on this model, a 

controller is designed and it is shown that such a sputtering chamber can be controlled 

using an OES signal. Furthermore, the nonlinearities of the partial pressure dynamics 

of Oxygen within the sputtering chamber are investigated, a non-linear modeling 

technique is suggested, and a control scheme based on interpolation is shown as a 

viable option for stabilizing the system.
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CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPING THE PARTIAL PRESSURE SIGNAL

A key requirement of partial pressure control using OES is to identify which 

spectral lines can be used to estimate the partial pressures of oxygen and tungsten. 

In order to do this, perturbation experiments with two different oxygen operating 

points were performed. By varying the oxygen level and holding the chamber power 

constant, the ratio of the two elements was varied. A plot showing the perturbation 

sequence at one operating point is presented in Figure 2.1, and a snapshot of the 

spectrum reading is presented in Figure 2.2. When only the partial pressure ratio, 

r(t), is varied, and we have n spectral lines, the OES spectrum can be modeled as

S f
y(t) 2/o +  — Ar(fr),

Ar(t) =  r(t) — f(t),

2/W ,2/o,^ GRnxl, r ( t) ,f( t) ,A r(t)  E R,

where y(t) is a vector containing all of the spectral lines, Ar(t)  is the change in partial 

pressure ratio from the nominal f(t), and yo is the initial spectrum (2/(0 )).

To estimate the sensitivity function, we calculate the covariance matrix by 

stacking the ratios and the output data as

f  = [r(i) r(2) ... r(m)] € Rlxm,

Y  =  [î/(1) -  2/o 2/(2) -  2/o -  y(m)  -  t/o] G Rnxm.

and multiplying

11



c = y y t .

Based on our model, which assumes that only the partial pressure ratio is varied, we 

can write

(J  —  r r T  z -  ro n x n
Sratio Sratio

Since multiplying four vectors can result in a matrix of rank no higher than 1, we 

obtain the sensitivity function using Eigenvalue decomposition

A ' Sf T'
C  = - ] 0 Sratio

The sensitivity a t both of the operating points was estimated and it is shown in 

Figure 2.3. The hues most sensitive to changes in the partial pressure were selected as 

candidates, and these are presented in Table Table 2.1, where the relative sensitivity 

magnitude was normalized so that the line with the highest intensity is 100. The 

atomic species associated with the four spectral lines according to the NIST spectral 

database [21] are shown in Table Table 2.1. As an estimate of the ratio of oxygen and 

tungsten partial pressure, the spectral lines corresponding to O and W were selected 

and are used throughout the remainder of this work. The ratio of their intensities 

(O/W) is used as the plant model output signal for system identification, as well as 

an input signal to the controller (s).

Definition The ratio of oxygen intensity to tungsten intensity is given as o =  Iq/ I w - 

Table 2.1: Molecular species and their corresponding spectral wavelengths

Wavelength (nm) 504.91 762.5 776.1 810.4
Relative Magnitude (a.u.) 100.0 67.6 -34.7 95.4

Probable Species W Ar O Ar

12
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Figure 2.3: Sensitivity to variation in O /W  at two operating points.

An experiment was performed to observe how the partial pressure signal varies 

with input oxygen flow. The oxygen flow rate was increased in a series of steps while 

monitoring the partial pressure. The resulting data plots are shown in Figure 2.4.

It can be seen tha t initially the increase in oxygen has little effect on the partial

pressure. This is because there are enough tungsten molecules in the environment 

of the chamber to bond with most of the oxygen which is being injected. However, 

once a certain threshold is reached, the oxygen molecules outnumber the tungsten 

molecules and a layer of oxide is formed on the target as well as on the substrate 

surface causing poisoning of the target. This can be seen at approximately 1000 

seconds as the partial pressure signal jumps and the dynamics of the system clearly 

change. We define these two possible chamber regimes as non-poisoned and poisoned, 

respectively. It is obvious that this system exhibits a non-linear behavior, which poses 

a modeling and a control challenge that we focus on in the remainder of this work.

2.1 Linear System  Identification and Control

In this section, a linear dynamical model for the sputtering chamber is found 

via system identification, and then a Unear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) controller is

14
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Figure 2.4: Response of partial pressure ratio to changes in oxygen flow.

designed based on this identified model. Because the dynamics of the chamber remain 

relatively linear if the system remains in one of the two regimes (poisoned or non- 

poisohed), a choice was made to work within the poisoned regime for the following 

experiments.

2 î i . l  Linear System  Identificaton

The system identification experiment was performed on the sputtering chamber, 

with the goal to determine input and output relationship between the O2 flow and 

the Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) of the plasma within the chamber. The 

data from the entire experiment was presented in Figure 1.2 in the previous chapter. 

The applied input was a pseudo-random perturbation sequence, and the measured 

output was the ratio of two OES signals. The plot of the portion of the input and 

output data used for this identification can be seen in Figure 2.5. In order to remove 

DC shifts as well as reduce sensor noise in the data, both the input and output data 

were bandpass pre-filtered with upper and lower frequencies of:

Wfow=0.03266 rad/s,

=0.25284 rad/s.

15



The resulting pre-processed data can be seen in Figure 2 .6 . A process model was 

estimated using the predictive-error m inim isation (PEM) method. The structure of 

this model is given as

G(s> =
where K p is the static gain, Tp is a real-time constant, and Td is the tim e delay. The 

system description is given in the form of

y{t) =  G(q)u(t) +  H(q)e(t),

where y(t) is the output, u(t) is the input, in our case OES ratio and O2 flow,

respectively. G(q) is the zero-order hold equivalent of G(s). H(q) is the disturbance

model and e(t) is Gaussian white noise. The 1-step ahead predictor is derived in [2 2 ], 

and the result is given as

y(t) =  [1 -  t f - 1 (?)]î/(t) +  H~1(q)G(q)u(t).

The prediction error is now defined as

ê(t) =  y(t) -  y(t) = H~1(q)[y(t) -  G(q)u(t)].

Finally, the model G(q) is estimated by m inimizing ê,

N

KpiTp,Td t—i
In our case the disturbance model has unity response,

H(q) =  1.

However, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, the input and output signals 

were pre-filtered, by a lowpass filter with transfer function L(q). Therefore, we can 

write the tracking error, d(t) as

d{t) =  L(q)y(t) -  L(q)G(q)u(t) =  L{q)[y(t) -  G(q)u(t)],

1 6



which shows that the disturbance model is actually equivalent to  the inverse of the 

filter,

H(q) =  L~1(q).

Implementing the above algorithm results in a continuous time transfer function

G{s) =  r r S k 6' 1'7538*-

Simulations of the model using non-filtered data and filtered data are presented 

in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8, respectively. Figure 2.7 shows tha t the model caputres 

the system dynamics well. From Figure 2.8 we see that using filtered data the model 

accuracy can be even greater, as comparing to the experimental data the match is 

72.97%.

200

0.4

0 -

-0.4

50
sample no. (sampling period -1  sec.)

100 150
•)

2000

Figure 2.5: Input/O utput Data.

2.1.2 LQG Control

The controller was designed using the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) technique 

with integrated error based on the transfer function, G'(s), presented in the previous 

section. The controller was designed in discrete-time using a method that assumes
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Figure 2 .6 : Pre-filtered Input/O utput Data.
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Figure 2.7: Model simulation and experimental data with non-filtered data.
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Figure 2 .8 : Model simulation and experimental data with filtered data.

zero-order hold analog to digital conversion on the inputs [23], so that it could be 

easily implemented in software using difference equations. Therefore, the plant was 

converted into discrete-time with the sampling time of 1 sample per second, and the 

delay was approximated using two discrete samples. This transfer function is given 

as

0.04487
G(z) - 2

z -  0.8351

The discrete-time state-space realization of the plant is

0.8351 0 O' "0.25"
x(k  + 1 ) = 1 0 0 x(k) + 0

0 1 0 0

u(fc),

y(k) =  [ 0  0  0 ] x(k). 

The LQ G  controller m inim izes the cost function

( N - l

J  =  e \ Y 1  “ t ( * 0 ] Q x u
V k=0

x(k)
y(k)

+  xf(k)QiXi(t )

for a plant defined as
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x(k  +  1) =  Ax{k) +  Bu(k)  +  w{k) 
y(k) =  Cx(k) +  Du(k) 4 - v{k)

where u  and y  are the plant input and output, respectively, w is the process noise, v 

is the measurement noise [24]. We assume the noise covariance matrix

Qwv = £   ̂

and the weighting gains

Qxu —

wwT wvT
V W T  VVT ]) - [1' <

jCTC  0  

0  Ip Qi =  T , Xi = r — y.

The cost function can now be rewritten as

J  = j x T(k)CTCx(k)  4 - puT(k)u(k) +  rx?
{ N - l

E
k=0

?(*)}
The following weights were found by iteration for the controller design to achieve 

desirable settling time of less than 50 seconds and an overshoot of less than  5 %.

7 = 1 ,  p — 0.05, r  =  0.1, =  1, al — 1,

where 7  is the transient gain, p is the control effort, r  is the integration gain, cr£ is 

the process noise variance, and <7  ̂ is the measurement noise variance.

The controller was designed using standard LQG techniques [23], and the resulting 

discrete-time state-space realization is given as

x(k  + 1 ) 

y ( k )

0.5711 -0.05494 -0.1004 0.3061" "—0.2536"
1 0 -0.05449 0 x(k) + -0.3036
0 1 -0.06525 0 -0.3636
0 0 0 1 1 . 0 0 0 0

-1.056 -0.2198 -0.2198 1.224] x(k).

û(t),

In order to check overall system stability, the notion of gain and phase margins of 

the open-loop system is considered. Gain margin is defined as the factor by which the 

gain of a feedback system can be increased to drive it to the verge of instability [25].
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Phase margin is defined as the negative change in open-loop phase shift required to 

make a closed-loop system unstable, which corresponds to the difference between the 

angle at the crossover frequency and -180 degrees [26]. A frequency response showing 

the stability margins is presented in Figure 2.9. Because the stability margins are 

positive we assume that the closed-loop system will be stable. To confirm closed-loop 

stability, closed-loop time series simulation plot of the system being stabilized by the 

controller is presented in Figure 2.10, which shows acceptable settling time ( < 5 0  

seconds) and overshoot (< 5 %).

Bode Diagram
Om = 10j6<® (at 0.407 radte), Pm -  63.4 deg (at 0.119 radte)

From: el To: OtS:ij
40 r

s

0

10'" 10"' to" 10*
Frequency (radte)

Figure 2.9: LQG controller stability margins.

A controller experiment was performed at ITN Energy Systems with a partial 

pressure set point of 1.2. The chamber power was held constant at 2000 W, argon 

flow at 90 seem, and chamber pressure at 20 mT. The controller successfully stabilized 

the process as can be seen in the plot of the resulting data in Figure 2 .1 1 . Comparing 

Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.10, we see that the overshoot is higher in the experiment 

than in the simulation, 33% and 2%, respectively. The rise time is also slower in 

the experimental results, although it is within the design goal of 50 seconds. It 

is important to note that the model used for the simulation is a fixed-parameter
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Figure 2 .1 0 : LQG controller simulation results.

transfer function only representative of the system in its poisoned regime. Therefore, 

as the physical system starts out in the non-poisoned regime, it is expected to behave 

differently than in the simulation. The large overshoot is likely due to integrator 

windup resulting from the low set-point before it is set to 1 .2 .

 Set Point
 Experimental Result

1.4

0.8

0.4

0.2

200 400 800 1000 1200 1400 1600600
sample

Figure 2 .1 1 : LQG controller experimental results.
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2.2 Chapter Summary and M otivation for Further Work

It is shown in the above section that the sputtering chamber for depositing W 0X 

can be stabilized using the OES partial pressure as a feedback signal and O2 flow 

control as the input signal. The challenge now lies in stabilizing the system with its 

non-linear system dynamics when operating closer to the transition between the two 

regimes. Because of the changing dynamics of the chamber, as explained in Section 

1.3, it is necessary to develop a model other than a standard transfer function to 

describe it accurately. Once such a model is developed, a non-linear control technique 

will be required to stabilize across the desired operating range.
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CHAPTER 3 

MODELING CHANGING DYNAMICS

In this chapter we describe two system identification experiments performed on 

the sputtering chamber in order to investigate how the system dynamics change across 

a wide range of operating conditions. The first identification experiment was open- 

loop, where the O2 flow was perturbed and slowly increased, while the partial pressure 

(O/W ) was recorded. From this experiment, a process model was estimated, and an 

LQG controller was designed. The second experiment was closed-loop with the newly 

designed controller. Here the partial pressure set point was set to  a value within the 

poisoned regime, and then the set point was changed in décrémentai steps with the 

intention of driving the system into the non-poisoned regime. While the system never 

fully emerged from the poisoned regime, a new “transition” regime was investigated 

and modeled. The following two sections describe the two experiments, and in the 

third section interpretations and conclusions are presented.

3.1 Open-loop System Identification

We present here the results of an open-loop system identification experiment. The 

input to the sputtering chamber is O2 flow, while the measured output is the partial 

pressure signal, which is the ratio of oxygen to tungsten. Plots of input and output 

data are presented in Figure 3.1. The transfer function of the estimated process model 

from the poisoned-regime portion of this data (samples 301 through 473) is given as

G(s) — 0 , 2 2 2 1  c—1-Q411»
0.44895+Is

The frequency response of this transfer function is presented in Figure 3.2, and it will 

be important for comparisons with models presented in following sections.
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3.2 Closed-loop System  Identification

In order to meet manufacturing specifications, it is required that the controller 

can stabilize the system closer to the transition region. To accomplish this, we design 

a closed-loop identification experiment, so that the system can be driven closer to the 

desired region while maintaining stability. We can then use the data from the latter 

portion of this experiment to identify a new model, which can later aid with gain- 

scheduling controller design. If necessary, this process could eventually be iterated to 

get closer and closer to the transition region.

3.2.1 Controller D esign and Experimental Results

An LQG controller was designed based on the model presented in the previous 

section, using the same techniques and weights as in Chapter 2 , and its discrete-time 

state-space realization is given as

0.26680 -0.04077 0.21320" —0.03005"
x(k  + 1 ) = 1 -0.02730 0 x{k) + -0.09152

0 0 1 0.50000
y(k) =  [-0.12320 -0.06362 0.42650] x(k).

The controller was implemented and an experiment was performed on the physical 

system. The set point, experimental system output, and the plant input (O2 flow) 

are presented in Figure 3.3. Except for a disturbance at approximately 700 samples 

due to operator error, the system was stabilized and tracked the reference input well 

through OES ratio of 1 . This is much further into the transition regime compared to 

open-loop, which was only stable through OES ratio of 5 (Figure 3.1).

3.2.2 System  ID  by Instrum ental Variable M ethod

In order to obtain a model of the system closer to the transition regime we con

sider a method for linear system identification based on a closed-loop experiment. 

According to [27], the problem with traditional methods for system identification,
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Figure 3.3: Closed loop set-point and experimental results.
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such as the PEM, is the correlation between the disturbances and the control signal 

induced by the loop. In [27] a method called Instrumental Variable (IV) is proposed 

as an attractive solution to this problem as it still relies on simple linear regression, 

without being affected by the color of the noise.

&0

Figure 3.4: Closed loop diagram for IV system identification.

A linear SISO system diagram is presented in Figure 3.4. The plant is denoted as 

G(z), the controller by C(z), the noise model by H0(z), the plant input signal is u(t), 

the plant output signal is y(t), and the external signals 7*1 and 7*2 are uncorrelated 

with the noise signal e(t), which is an independent identically distributed random 

variable. We consider an 71-th order parametrized plant model as

G(a 9) =  Sfa-1»*) = M -1 + -  + VT"
(9, J A ( q - \ 0 )  1 +  aiq~l +  ... +  anq~n '

and we can stack the parameters as

6 =  [01  ... an 61 ... bn]T € R2n.

Now we define the open-loop regressor as

<pT (t) =  [—2/( t — 1) ... — y(t — n) u{t — 1) ... u{t — 71)] € R2n,' 

so that the output y(t) can be written as

y {t) =  + u 0(t),
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with the  intention of obtaining a model close to the transition region. The portion of 

da ta  used for this experiment is presented in Figure 3.5. The d a ta  was then filtered 

with a  first order low-pass filter to remove noise, and the resulting data is shown in 

Figure 3.6. A model was estimated using the IV method, and the  transfer function 

is given as

M  _  0.022782 — 0.02186
, v  Z’ ~  z4 -  1.947z3 +  0.9474Z2’

and the  resulting prediction, simulation, and the original data are presented in Fig

ure 3.7. Prediction differs from simulation in that it uses inputs, past values of the 

measured outputs, system model, as well as the disturbance model to predict k steps 

into the future (k =  1 in our case). Simulation relies purely on  the input and the 

system model to compute the outputs. A frequency analysis comparison is also con

sidered. In Figure 3.8, we present Bode plots of the newly generated model and the 

poisoned model given at the beginning of the chapter.

g -0 2
« -0.3 -
Bu -0.4,

ISO 200100 250

0.4

1 '  0.2

0

S -0 2
-0.4,

ISO 25050 100
time (sec); sampling rate = 1 sample/sec

0
1

Figure 3.5: Section of data used for IV experiment (before filtering).
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Figure 3.8: IV model and poisoned model.

3.3 Conclusions

From the experiments described in previous sections, we see that the system dy

namics clearly change as we lower the set point. By comparing th e  frequency responses 

of the models obtained from different stages of the experiment, shown in Figure 3.8, 

we see that the system exhibits more low-frequency energy as i t  nears the transition 

regime. A possible explanation for the occurrence of this phenomena is that as the 

system starts to come out of the poisoned regime the oxidation of the target surface 

begins to decrease, exposing some of the target surface to sputtering.

Three different models were estimated using the IV method, based on three dif

ferent ranges of data. The transfer functions for these models are given as

0.0140z -  0.0130
z4 -  1.9468z3 +  0.9475z2 

0.0266z -  0.0239
z4 -  1.8714z3 +  0.8721z2 

0.02278z -  0.02186
z4 -  1.9468z3 +  0.9474z2’

£r2 — 

Gz —

-----------------Poisoned Model
IV estimated model

:---------.— i .  « A ± i x t i ----------1— i  » « « » > » i - i - n - u J ---------i------« » m i l l --------- . ----- .---- .  i

10'3 10'2 10"1 10°
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where Gi, G2 , G3 correspond to data ranges 1214 to 1338, 1338 to 1460, and 1214 to  

1460, respectively. Based on these three models a  new model was manually selected 

an it is labeled G transition 1 and the transfer function is given as

^  x _  0.00995
^ t r a n s i t i o n J -

For comparison purposes, we convert the continuous-time poisoned model given in 

section 3.2 to discrete-time using the method described in [23]. The resulting transfer 

function is given as,

, 0.1982
W o w o n ed W  -  z 2 _  0 .1 0 7 8 2  '

The three models, Giv,  and G transition, were all simulated in closed-loop

with the same controller used for the experiment, and the comparison is presented 

in Figure 3.9. While the higher order IV model is quite accurate, we believe th a t 

Gtmnsition is a close enough representation of the physical system that it can be used 

to design a controller which will stabilize the process on the poisoned side of the 

transitional regime.
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CHAPTER 4 

STABILITY ANALYSIS

As has been presented in previous chapters, the dynamics based on varying the 

oxygen flow and measuring the partial pressure signal are highly non-linear. In this 

section we use two process models based on experimental data, one strictly in the 

poisoned regime and the second in the transition regime. We then show how an LQG 

controller designed for one model will exhibit instability when applied to the other 

model. These instability results motivate the use of a non-linear controller, and in 

our case we suggest the use of an interpolation control scheme as a viable option.

4.1 LQG Control

In the previous chapter it is shown how the dynamics change as the system begins 

to transition from the poisoned to the non-poisoned regime. The two models we 

choose to consider here are Gpoismed and G transition-, which are described in the previous 

chapter. The bode plot shown in Figure 4.1 gives a graphical representation of the 

different gain and frequency characteristics of these two models.

Based on these two models we design two LQG controllers, Ctransition and Cpmsoned- 

The design technique used is the same as in Section 2.1.2. The resulting transfer 

functions for these controllers are given as

13.34Z3 -  12.8z2
tra n a itio n \Z ) -  ^  j  +  0.2308z2 +  0.004129z -  0.1286

and

0.4168Z2 -  0.04497z 
poi.oned(z) -  2 3 _  (3 9 9 5 5 ^ 2  +  o.0792z -  0.08266"

In order to verify that the above controllers are stable with their respective plants 

the open-loop stability margins are considered. Bode plots showing the phase and
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Figure 4.1: Frequency analysis of two linear models.

gain margins are presented in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. As in both cases the gain 

margins are greater than 10 dB and the phase margins are greater than 50 degrees, 

the closed-loop systems should be stable according to [26].

4.2 Applying Linear Control Across W ider Operating Range

It is desirable for a controller to operate across both of the operating regions, 

transition and poisoned. Here we look at the stability when the controller de

signed for the poisoned regime is applied to the plant model of the transition regime, 

CpmaonedGtransition, as well as the opposite case, when the transition controller is ap

plied to  the poisoned model, Ctransition Gpot«oned • The objective of this analysis is to see 

whether a single linear controller is capable of stabilizing the process in both regimes.

4.2.1 Stability Margins

The open-loop stability margins of the two controller/ plant pairs are presented in 

Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. It can be seen that when poisoned controller is applied to
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Figure 4.2: Stability margins of G*ransitionCtronsitîon.
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Figure 4.3: Stability margins of Gpoisoned̂ pmsoned-
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the transition plant the overall system has a very small stability margin, and when 

the transition controller is applied to the poisoned model then the overall system 

becomes unstable.
ttooe magram

Gm-OJtoldB (a! 0.0604 iwteec). Pm « 0092 deg (at 0.0581 raeVaec)

From: e l  To:Out{*)

&

-180

I
Tranaftton System With Poisoned Controller

i o !10 10 10 10
Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 4.4: Stability margins of GtranaitionCpoisoncd-

4.2.2 Robust Stability Test

The purpose of this section is to find out if it is possible to design a single controller 

that could achieve stability and performance in both operating regimes, poisoned 

and transition. For this purpose we use the notion of robust stability, which can be 

described as follows. Let us assume that a plant transfer function G belongs to a set 

Q. A controller C  provides robust stability if the overall system is internally stable 

for every plant in the set G [29].

Here we consider a robust stability test based on the multiplicative perturbation 

model. According to [29], if we consider a nominal plant P , a perturbed plant P , and 

a variable stable transfer function A , we can write the perturbed plant in the form 

of

P ( s )  =  [1 +  A ( s )W 2(s ) ] P ( s )
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where W2  is a weighting function, which is fixed and stable, and A  satisfies ||A ||^  < 1. 

If we rewrite the equation as

P{s)
P(s) -  1 =  A ( s)W 2(s )

we see that AWh is the normalized plant perturbation away from 1. And if ||A ||^  < 1, 

then we can write

P{ju)
- 1

P ( M
We define the complementary sensitivity function as

P(s)C(S)
U  1 +  P(s)C(s)

for the nominal feedback system, that is internally stable with the controller C. It 

is proven in [29] that C  provides robust stability iff ||%T||oo < 1 .  If we consider 

our system model from the poisoned regime as the nominal plant, and the transition 

model as the perturbed plant, this yields

G  tra n sitio n  (  J " ^  )

G  poisoned  ( j  ̂  )
- 1
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and

  G  poisoned  (  ̂  )  Cpoiaoned ( # )

1 "K G  poisoned  (  ̂  )  Cpoisoned  (  ̂  )

To check robust stability we choose W2  as

w ,U u ) = aJ T mkm^ u) - 1-
poisoned \ J ^ )

Now we consider the magnitude plot of the frequency response of W 2 T, which is 

presented in Figure 4.6. The closed loop system does not meet the ||W^lloc < 1 

requirement, therefore deeming the system unstable. The question we now ask is 

what T  would be required to satisfy this requirement?

Considering the plot of W2 by itself, shown in Figure 4.7, we see that in oder 

to satisfy ||W2T||oo < 1 the closed-loop frequency response magnitude would have 

to be very small in the steady-state and low frequency range. This would cause an 

unacceptably poor tracking performance. Therefore, we conclude that a single linear 

controller could not achieve stability and performance in both operating regimes.

Bode Diagram
15

0

I
-10

.20

-35 a1010 10
Frequency (radte)

Figure 4.6: Magnitude response -

For the sake of confirming the validity of the robust stability test, we create a 

model very close to the nominal model, and subject it to the same test. Because it
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Figure 4.7: Magnitude response - \W2 \.

is so close to the nominal model, for which the controller is assumed to be stable, we 

hope to see that the test indicates overall stability. We call this system Gpmstmed near 

and pick the transfer function very close to Gpoismed,

0.1783
G poisoned ne ar (^ )  — z2 -  0.1084z

The new W2, which we now call W2 near, is now obtained based on

G poisoned near ( .7 ^ )

G  poisoned ( j ^ )

and we choose W2 near as

< \W2 near(ju)\, Vw,

2 near ( »
  G poisoned near 0 ^ ) 1.

G  poisoned )

Again we consider the magnitude of the frequency response, \W2 nearT\, which is 

presented in Figure 4.8. Here we see that the \\W2 nearTWoo < 1 requirement is now 

met, which affirms the validity of the robust stability test based on the multiplicative 

perturbation model.

From this and the previous sections we conclude that a single linear controller is 

not sufficient to successfully stabilize the system across the entire desired operating
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CHAPTER 5

LPV MODEL AND GAIN-SCHEDULING CONTROL

In this chapter a more sophisticated method for modelling and controlling the 

plant is suggested. In order to account for the non-linearity of the system an LPV 

modelling technique is considered. A gain-scheduling control scheme is presented as a 

m ethod for stabilizing such a plant. Experimental results are discussed and a method 

for estimating a scheduling function is proposed.

5.1 L PV  M odel

For verifying controller performance it is desirable to obtain a model which in

corporates both of the linear models, G poisoned and G transition, in  order to be able to 

simulate the system in and between the two operating regions. The method chosen 

here is to describe the system as Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) using an interpo

lation technique. In the block diagram for this model, presented in Figure 5.1, we 

have the poisoned plant model, G poisoned, the transition plant model, Gtransition, LPF,  

which is a low pass filter, and f(0), which is a scheduling function. The scheduling 

function can be interpreted as a mixing function, whose role is to apply a weight to 

the appropriate model, depending on the operating region. The operating region is 

determined by 0, which is a filtered and scaled version of the set-point signal. The fi

nal f (0)  was chosen based on engineering judgment, and it is presented in Figure 5.2.

It is theoretically possible to solve for the scheduling function, as is presented in 

the last section of this chapter, but this method failed for our purposes because of 

insufficient data.

AR TH UR LAKES LIBRARY  
COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES 

GOLDEN, CO 80401
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Figure 5.1: LPV model using interpolation.
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Figure 5.2: Scheduling function.
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5.2 Controller Design and Im plem entation

Based on the results of Chapter 4, it is clear that a single linear controller is insuf

ficient for stabilizing the system across the entire desired operating region. Because 

of this fact, we pursue a gain-scheduling technique which interpolates between two 

controllers, similar to the LPV modeling technique presented in the previous section. 

This method takes two linear controllers and interpolates their output signals based 

on a mixing function. As can be seen in Figure 5.3, we use the same scheduling 

function, /(#), as for the LPV model. Here we use it to interpolate between the 

two controllers, Cpaisoned and Ctransition, both of which were designed in the previous 

chapter.

/ OES Ratio \ 
\  Set Point /

•poisoned

Plant•i LPF
1-f(6)

Figure 5.3: Gain scheduling control and plant.

In order to verify the proper operation of the controller it is desirable to simulate 

it in closed-loop with the model. The diagram of the overall system is presented in 

Figure 5.3. As was stated earlier, the scheduling function f{9) was designed based on 

intuition rather than calculation, therefore Umiting the accuracy of the LPV model. 

Therefore, the simulation of the overall system is not expected to be very precise. 

Nevertheless, it should verify whether or not the controller can successfully track the 

desired system. Such simulation was performed, and the result is presented in Fig

ure 5.4. The overall system is stable, and because of our confidence in the two linear
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models, Gpoiaoned and Gtransition, we pursue an experiment on the physical system. 

The results are presented in the following section.

o 0.5

0.4

- 0.2
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 900

f 0.5
COHIo

800 900100 200 300 400 500 600
time (sec)

Figure 5.4: LPV plant with gain scheduling control simulation results.

5.3 Experim ental Results

An experiment on the physical system was performed with the intent to step down 

the set-point from the poisoned regime to the transition regime. The experimental 

results are presented in Figure 5.5. The controller clearly tracks the set-point for 

the majority of the run. The set-point is driven down until the system enters the 

non-poisoned regime, which can be seen at approximately 590 seconds in the OES
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5.4 Finding the Scheduling Function

Here we propose a method for calculating the scheduling function, /(# ), by setting 

up a minimization problem. First we derive the necessary equations from the closed 

loop block diagram, presented in Figure 5.6.

Control p» 1-z"

Gpoisoned
Si

f(0)

Won j - ^ "* transition

\ 8 y  
+  M

1- f(0) -

(1-z)

Figure 5.6: Block diagram for minimization problem.

Based on experimental results si, S2 , 0, and 5y are known n x 1 vectors, from an 

n-length set of data. We can write

h  =  si/(0) +  s2(l -  f{0))

and solving for f{9)

We can consider f{9) in matrix form as

f(0)  =  [1 0 02 03]

a i
#2
0 :3

0 :4

where 0 is a known scheduling variable and a i v .M4 are the weights we want to solve 

for. To aid notation, let us define new variables 0 , x, and y  as
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6= [i e e2 e3] e Rnx4,

X  =

a i
a2
olz

#4

i)4xl

Now we can write

y = 6- ^ €  
S i  — s2

Ox =  y,

» n x l

which can be approached as a minimization problem, where the objective function is 

given as

b - 6 z | | 2.

Quadratic programming is one method for solving this type of problem, and it is 

of particular interest here because it allows to enforce inequality constraints, which 

are desirable for this application. Namely, we want the solution to be in the interval 

[0,1]. According to [30], the general quadratic program can be stated as

min q(x) =  ^-xTQx +  xTd
x  2

or

subject to

min q(x) =  - x TQx  +  <Fx
x  2

A x  < b

where Q is a symmetric m x m  matrix, and m  is the number of parameters, in our 

case resulting in Q E R4x4. Writing out the objective function we have
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yTy -  2yTQx +  xT0 T0x ,

which is of the same form as stated in [30], therefore we can write

Q =  2@t © and d =  2&Ty }

where d is an n  x 1 vector. Since yTy  is .a constant, we can disregard it as it will not 

affect the optimization. The desired constraints are

Qx > 0,

0 x  <  1,

and to enforce these within the optimization problem

©
- ©

and b =

yields

' ©  ' T

- ©
X  <

.0

An algorithm for solving this type of quadratic program is presented in [30]. For our 

case the solution could not be arrived at, arguably due to the low signal to noise ratio 

of the data.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

The motivation for this work comes from the demand for inexpensive production 

of electrochromic windows. One method for such production employs thin film de

position, in particular a technique called electrochemical magnetron sputtering. In 

this work we have shown how certain behaviors of a sputtering chamber can be mod

eled based on Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES). In Chapter 2 we present how 

the spectral lines chosen for the modeling were selected through experimentation, 

published databases [21], and modeling techniques based on principles derived from 

Eigenvalue decomposition. Based on system identification experimentation, an initial 

linear process model represented by a transfer function for a small operating region 

was developed and shown to match the experimental results closely. Based on the 

model an LQG controller was designed, implemented, and shown to stabilize the sys

tem, for a small operating region, in simulation as well as in experimentation. This 

result proves that a sputtering deposition process can be controlled using OES.

The above result shows tha t control of the system at a single operating point is 

possible, however, through experimentation, it is shown that the system dynamics are 

highly nonlinear when a wider operating region is considered. The changing dynamics 

across the desired operating range are investigated in Chapter 3. For production of 

quality electrochromic material, the system needs to be stabilized throughout these 

nonlinearities of the plant. Through stability analysis it is shown in Chapter 4 that 

a single linear controller is insufficient for controlling across the desired operating 

range, which motivates the use of a non-linear control technique. This is pursued in 

Chapter 5, where an LPV model is developed to aid the design of a new controller. 

The controller is a gain scheduling approach achieved through interpolation based on
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a scheduling function. It is shown to stabilize the system across the poisoned and 

into the transition regime, both in simulation as well as experimentally.

One of the major challenges faced throughout this project were the run-to-run 

shifts in system dynamics. The transition region from poisoned to non-poisoned is a 

very narrow one, so the system model needs to be very accurate. As a recommenda

tion for future work, a thorough system identification based on a series of experiments 

should be conducted, with the intention of finding out what external factors cause 

the system to change. Once these factors are found, hopefully they can be eliminated 

or accounted for in the model. When an accurate system model is achieved, the 

design of a controller that can stabilize the system throughout the desired operating 

range is conceivable. It is possible that a three or more linear controller interpolation 

scheme, such as the one presented in Figure 6.1, would allow for smoothly transition

ing between the operating regimes. However, the controller requirements will shift 

as the exact desirable material properties become more exactly defined, potentially 

eliminating the need for a controller that can stabilize the system across such a wide 

operating range.

A clear way to improve both the LPV model as well as the interpolation control 

scheme would be to develop a method for determining the scheduling function, /(#). 

The method proposed in section 5.5 shows promise, but more and better experimental 

identification data is necessary. In particular, data with higher signal-to-noise ratio 

and more data points in the operating region of interest, would likely prove to be 

helpful for successfully implementing this algorithm.
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